
 

 

THE 5th DIMENSION 
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Now that the concept of space-time-energy is clear, we can move on to the concept of the 5th 
dimension, which is simply  ‘space-time-energy’ put in contextualization; time as we intend exists 
and it can be measured in a non-distorted reality and contextualized. 

If the “CCS turbine” layout , seen in the picture with a slowed-down rototraslating alternator out 
of phase by “a” regarding the engine with distorted time-space-energy, was experimentally proven 
then the logic step is done.  

Space-time-energy distortion is easily spotted: if I slow down space-time there’s a greater amount 
of Energy available (Engine power x a); if I speed it up there’s a greater energy absorption. Anyway 
it’s impossible to singularly consider space, time and energy in a distorted context. In context I can 
talk about space, time and energy separately but if I can distort an element (time and/or space) I 
couldn’t consider them singularly anymore; rules change if there’s a 5th dimension. 

To better explain here’s an example: 

If Claudia and Marcello meet at 12 pm in Milan and set a meeting in Bergamo Alta at 12 pm for the 
next day they’ll see each other after exactly 24 hours and after covering the same distance.                                                  
CONTEXTUALIZED, NOT-DISTORTED REALITY (THE ONE ON EARTH) 

If we can live and move in a distorted context ( distorted space-time-energy) then Claudia and 
Marcello can meet at 12 pm in Milan, set a meeting in Bergamo Alta at 12 pm for the next day 
((Earth does one rotation movement); they’ll see each other after 24 terrestrial hours but it could 
have been decades for one and seconds for the other or one could have covered hundreds of KM 
while the other 10 m. This is the concept of 5th dimension.  

 

DISTORTED REALITY CONTEXTUALIZED TO A COMMON REALITY (TERRESTRIAL SPACE-TIME-
ENERGY) 

 



 

 

SO THERE MUST BE 5 REFERENCE POINTS-DIMENSIONS IN A DISTORTED REALITY AND SPACE-
TIME-ENERGY ARE DEEPLY LINKED WITH EACH OTHER. 

 

There’s still a lot to do, experiment, try and try again, measure and draw scientific conclusions. 

Let’s try and think we can move using vehicles that distort space-time continuum and we can 
build houses that can adapt to this context. If I was in my bedroom reducing space-time by 1000 
times, it means that for me it’s been only 24 hours while outside Earth did 1000 rotations. 

As already said the ecological footprint would be reduced a thousand times and it would be like 
having 1000 Earths to use…….and the story continues…….. 

FASCINATING 

Could we see the sun rising every 90 seconds and systematically setting after 45 seconds or see 
the sunrise just once?????? Or we could see things never seen before…... 

If there was a rock concert outside my room, what would I hear inside?????? A vague noise or 
nothing at all???? Or we could hear things never heard before……  

 

Unfortunately I can’t afford to invest in these experiments/discoveries that could tell us a lot of 
things and especially they could grant us a completely different future than the one we’re used to 
think/imagine in our “classic reality”. 

 

A shoutout to those who understood what I wrote, hang in there…. 

As the DOCTOR said => Tenacity always repays!!!!!!! 

 

 

Alessandro Leghi 
11th November 2017 

 

 

 

 


